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Poster Presentation Worksheet 
Directions: Write one to two paragraphs for each of the two audiences below that summarizes how you 
would explain your poster to a visitor.  Imagine yourself presenting your poster and giving a two-minute 
summary of your research to someone; think about how you should adjust your explanation for a 
general audience versus someone who has more background in your area of research.  You will submit 
this worksheet along with your poster and it will be posted online. 

1. Your explanation for a general audience: 

Our goals for the general audience of our poster is to show that it’s simple, easy, and 
cost effective to create a pollinator garden. We want to show that any type of community 
is able to do this; ranging anywhere from a school to a local business. We want to show 
schools that it’s easy to come up with lesson plans along with creating a garden 
because both students and teachers are able to learn along the process. It’s important 
to educate people about the little creatures who provide immense value in the form of 
ecosystem services every day. In order to help spread awareness and contribute to the 
conservation of these crucial species, we created a toolkit that is going to help anyone 
anywhere create a garden of their own.  

Our toolkit includes a variety of tools, including a pollinator database that lists a huge 
variety of native plants and grasses that specifically support pollinators in the 
Midwestern Great Plains region of the United States. Users are able to pick a plant that 
fits their criteria and region and all relevant plant information will automatically populate 
a plant calendar tool. This tool will help users visually layout their prospective garden by 
blooming period in order to ensure their garden will continue to provide key resources to 
pollinators throughout the spring, summer and fall. Also included in the toolkit is a 
design tool that enables users to easily design their garden based on an overhead 
image of the space they’re planning to use. In order to support educators, we’ve also 
designed several lesson plans for educators to use with their garden. Finally, our team 
has produced a simple user guide document for any users to be able to read and plan 
out future maintenance, best practices, and habitat guidelines to best support pollinators 
year-round. With the use of our toolkit, we hope to enable any users to help create a 
small conservation of their own for these critical members of our ecosystem.  



Your explanation for a professor from your department: 
Over half of the world’s population lives in an urban setting, a trend that is predicted to 
continue to increase throughout the rest of this century. Increasing urbanization at a 
global scale will continue to have negative effects on the health of pollinator 
communities, threatening billions of dollars’ worth of ecosystem services these 
organisms provide annually. The increasing homogenization of habitats and a reduction 
in habitat quality at a landscape level continues to put stress on the abundance and 
diversity of native species for both plants and animals. In response to this increasing 
threat to native pollinator species, the establishment of pollinator gardens has emerged 
as a common and popular key conservation strategy for individuals, communities and 
educators. 
 
Although pollinator gardens can be an effective tool at creating and preserving habitats 
for these key species, their effectiveness varies considerably depending on their design, 
targeted species and the plants included within. Recent findings have indicated that 
within-garden features can be more impactful and beneficial for pollinator species 
regardless of the broader surrounding landscape. Overall, the most important factors 
noted in supporting the conservation of pollinators were plant variety, garden design 
features and garden size. To that end, our aim with the creation of our pollinator toolkit 
seeks to ease the research of these factors in order to support the spread of 
scientifically-informed pollinator habitats.   


